
Applicative Functors - homework

Sebastian Cielemęcki

1. (0.5p)We define a wrapper for list, which contains additional information
on whether it was mapped or not:

data MappedList a = MappedList Bool [a]
deriving Show

instance Functor MappedList where
fmap f (MappedList _ xs) = MappedList True (map f xs)

Is it a valid functor? If not, explain why.

2. (0.5p) Give an example of a type which is a Functor, but not an Ap-
plicative

3. (0.5p) Applicative instance of ZipList allows us to zip two lists in such
a way, that the i-th function from the first list is applied to the i-th value
from the second list:

instance Applicative ZipList where
(ZipList fs) <*> (ZipList xs) = ZipList (zipWith ($) fs xs)
pure x = ZipList [x]

Is it a valid definition, satisfying all Applicative laws? If not, fix it.

4. (1p) In the presentation there is a transpose function using applicative
style:

transp :: [[a]] -> [[a]]
transp [] = pure []
transp (xs:xss) = pure (:) <*> xs <*> (transp xss)

Unfortunately, the standardApplicative [] implementation found inCon-
trol.Applicative does not work in the way that would make this function
work correctly.

Define a new function

transp’ :: [[a]] -> [[a]]

in a way that it takes advantage of Applicative ZipList. Define auxilary
functions if needed.
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5. (1p) One might want to make ZipList an instance of Monad. Here is
one proposal:

instance Monad ZipList where
return = ZipList . repeat
(ZipList []) >>= _ = ZipList []
(ZipList (x:xs)) >>= f = ZipList (x’ : xs’)
where
x’ = head $ getZipList $ f x
xs’ = getZipList ( (ZipList xs) >>= zlTail . f )
zlTail (ZipList xs) = ZipList (tail xs)

You can think of bind the following way: map f over the zlplist to obtain
a ziplist of ziplists, then return its diagonal.

In fact, there is no way we can make a ZipList monad that would satisfy
all monadic laws and work in general case, being compatibile with ZipList
applicative.

What is the problem with this implementation? Give an argument and/or
present a piece of code in which this monad fails.

6. (a) (1p) Assume we made a Monad instance for some type M. Show
how we can make M a Functor and an Applicative, i.e. define
fmap, pure and 〈∗〉 operations in terms of bind and return.

(b) (1.5p) Complete the definition

instance Monad (Either e) where
return = ...
Right m >>= f = ...
Left e >>= f = ...

Having the concrete definitions of bind and return, show how to
use them in equalities obtained in (a) to deriveApplicative instance
for Either e. The final result should no longer depend on monadic
operations.

Points Grade
0 - 1.5 2
2 - 2.5 3
3 - 3.5 4
4 - 6 5

The deadline is: 22.06, 23:59
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